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It's time to get on with the process, but before you do, you may want to listen to this audio file. The music in this

game is incredible. You're going to have to listen to the soundtrack, and immerse yourself in this game as much as
possible. It's only a matter of time before you learn the names of all the distinct tracks, but they'll probably make
more sense when you read them all. Of course, Mass Effect Andromeda’s first sign of trouble came when it was
shipped riddled with bugs. Sure, it’s normal for a new IP to be hit with a lot of bugs, but the thing that irked me
was that BioWare insisted on not talking about the bugs with fans. They would make gushed announcements

about what 343 Industries would do to make things better, but never what actual changes were being made. This
is so contrary to BioWare’s current status as an industry-leading game studio that you would think they’d be open

and honest. The sad thing is, if they’re not leading the charge on fixing issues, they might not be able to crack
Mass Effect 4 next year. But the bugs are nothing compared to the gameplay, which was nearly unplayable at

launch. Mass Effect Andromeda’s first big issue is its absence of character control. While that might sound great at
first, anyone who has played a triple-A title before can see the problems right away. Mass Effect Andromeda is a

third-person shooter at its core, but when it comes to shooting, the only control is the ability to point your
crosshairs and kill. You can look around as needed, and sometimes you will be able to aim just by looking, but it’s
almost always a guess. If you miss, you’ll get a warning that you just barely failed. The controls are even worse for
slow-motion assassinations. Maybe it’s intended to get a bit more dramatic to actually pull off a slow-motion death
from a distance, but you can’t help but feel like a literal toddler pointing a toy gun at a mouse and hoping for the

best. It’s a problem of “get it right the first time”, but it feels like BioWare forgot what shootouts were even
supposed to be like.
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i'm aware that the galaxy map is full of frustrating little bugs, and my fix mainly fixes a few that i've
found in a few specific games. the maps are large enough that i could probably have fixed more, but
i'm not sure what more i could do. this isn't very complicated, really. it creates a map that will import
all the maps in the msf_crack folder. i don't know if it automatically fixes things that break the map,
but i did fix a few things, and i don't have any complaints about the map, so i'm pretty sure that it
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does. i'm not sure if it only fixes cosmetic things, though. a "celestial" means any object not in the
galaxy map. the function gxcreate() needs to be modified to be more like this: function

gxcreate(level, x, y, z, width, height, id) return gx.create{ id = id, x = x, y = y, z = z, width = width,
height = height, level = level, id = id, is_celestial = false, } end the function gxselect() needs to be

modified to be more like this: function gxselect(entity, id) --check for the celestial case if
entity.is_celestial then return false end if id ~= entity.id then return false end return true end the
variable gxmap() needs to be modified to be more like this: function gxmap(x, y, z, width, height)

--check for the celestial case if x == 0 and y == 0 and z == 0 and width == 0 and height == 0 then
return #gx.gxmap_celestial end --create the map return gx.gxmap(x, y, z, width, height,

#gx.gxmap_celestial) end i took advantage of the old galaxy names, which are now used as new
player names, and here is the map, it is in the same place as the rest of the galaxy maps, and it

works. the map is included in the wow folder, just type "skygalaxy.galaxy" and the map will appear
in the minimap. 5ec8ef588b
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